
JAMES & CHRIS
PROTEST



GAMES THAT HAVE BEEN PROTESTED 

CALL OF DUTY: MODERN WARFARE 2 - NO RUSSIAN

▸ Considerably more violence than 
any other level 

▸ Violence for violence sake; 
skippable 

▸ Risqué material considered 
watershed moment 



GAMES THAT HAVE BEEN PROTESTED 

GRAND THEFT AUTO

▸ Ability to carjack vehicles, have implied sex 
with prostitutes and kill them for money 
afterwards through most of series 

▸ GTA San Andreas: Hot Coffee Mod 

▸ Side mission which takes place with one of 
the main character’s girlfriends showing 
crude sex 

▸ Mod expanded this - further released to 
consoles through Action Replay Power Save 

▸ GTA V: By The Book 

▸ In mission, player must torture a target with 
Trevor eventually pulling out the tooth of a 
man with pliers



GAMES THAT HAVE BEEN PROTESTED 

POKÉMON 

▸ Considered by some fundamentalist 
groups to be ‘anti-christian’ 

▸ Disputes Genesis as it contains 
evolution  

▸ Vatican broadcast informing people 
it is a game based on friendships  

▸ PETA considers it harmful - glorifies 
capture and 



GAMES THAT HAVE PROTESTED 

PAPERS, PLEASE

▸ Puzzle video game 

▸ Player takes the role of a border 
crossing immigration officer in Arstoszka 

▸ As an officer, players have to allow in 
people with proper paperwork and 
reject those with falsified information - 
players given salary with fines for 
mistakes 

▸ Developer (Lucas Pope) inspired by 
witnessing behaviour of immigration 
officers coupled with spy films



GAMES THAT PROTEST 

PETA FLASH GAMES

▸ Parody games  

▸ Considered many to of poor taste 
drawing attention to their issues  

▸ Pokémon Black and Blue, Super Tofu 
Boy, Super Tanooki Skin 

▸ Poor quality gameplay; driving 
attention to their issues    



GAMES THAT HAVE PROTESTED 

THE TOMORROW CHILDREN

▸ Collaborative building with social economics 
and post-apocalyptic dystopia 

▸ Pixar esque pre-rendered CGI look 

▸ Players build up and protect town from 
monsters 

▸ Exist in world where political ideologies are at 
war 

▸ One rewards for work done and ration 
coupons are given (can report people who 
break rules) 

▸ Another one encourages going out and 
exploring and finding other things

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LLbxx0zgMY

